Here at Dravet Syndrome UK, we understand the importance of the monitor grants programme we
oﬀer. This is something we are passionate about funding for our families and in 2019/20 we were
extremely fortunate to receive a £10,000 grant towards monitor orders. These have now been sent
to families and this has allowed us to be able to oﬀer a repair and replace programme in 2020/21.
We currently oﬀer 1 monitor per family from the list of 3 on oﬀer
•

Medpage

•

Pulse Oximeter

•

Summer Infant Video Monitor

Alongside these monitors, we also oﬀer a ﬁngerPp Pulseoximeter.
The ﬁngerPp pulseoximeter comes in 2 designs

The child’s (Teddy,Panda,Frog) this is from age 2 upwards. There is no actual cut
oﬀ age and this can work in some cases on adults and is dependent on the size
of the ﬁnger it is placed on.
Whilst this sPll may work on an older children/adult you may have simply
outgrown the animal theme design and be ready for the adult ﬁngerPp oximeter
which we are be happy to provide.

The second ﬁngerPp oximeter is from age 8 upwards and this is a plain design.
Again, we appreciate these are baXery devices and may not last forever so could
be ready for a replacement. If you do require a new one please return the old
one to DSUK, PO Box 756, Chesterﬁeld, S43 9EB.
Once it has been returned a replacement shall be ordered.

These monitors are essenPal to our families and we realise that when these are broken or no longer
work, it has a fundamental impact on their lives.
Therefore, our trustees have decided that for 2020/21, Dravet Syndrome UK will oﬀer a repair or
replacement scheme for families who have had either a Emﬁt, Medpage, Summer infant Video or
Pulseoximeter which was supplied by Dravet Syndrome UK. If the monitor funded by DSUK is over 5
years old and has developed a fault do contact Linzi.c@dravet.org.uk with a descripPon of the issue
and we will see if we are able to fund a replacement or arrange a repair. This will be on a case by
case basis and this service can be withdrawn at any Pme.
To be eligible for a repair or replacement, we require the old monitor to be sent back to us at DSUK,
PO Box 756, Chesterﬁeld, S43 9EB.
We would also like to remind families that if they are no longer using their Pulseoximeter this can be
returned for refurbishment and this enables us to send onto another family at a reduced cost to the
charity therefore enabling us to help more families. If this is something you wanted to do and
choose an alternaPve monitor form our list please do not hesitate to contact Linzi.c@dravet.org.uk

